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It is shown that if Vinogradov’s conjecture is false for a Dirichlet character 
(mod q), then t(s) and L(s) are very similar in regions of the critical strip where 
t(s), L(s) are small. In particular, t(s) = L(s + h(s)) (where h(s) -+ 0) in such 
regions. 
Let x be a Dirichlet character (mod q), and let iV&) be the smallest 
positive integer a < q such that 
x(4 f +1. 
Vinogradov [l] conjectured that 
wd = W) 
for each E > 0 and all sufficiently large q. The best result known today in 
this direction is due to Burgess [2] who proved 
iv(x) = O(qti). 
We show in this paper that if Vinogradov’s conjecture is false, then the 
zeta function and the L-function for x have very similar properties in 
rectangles in the critical strip where t(s) L(S) is small. 
Let R be the rectangle of points u + it where 
I--v<o<4, Tl < t < T, , 
with & < v < 1 and q”l < Tl , T, < qca for some fked constants c1 and c2 
such that c1 -C c2 . 
Also, let Rs be the rectangle 
I-v+s<o<1, Tl + 2 < t < T, - 2. 
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THEOREM 1. Assume [ t(s)1 + [ L(s)1 < M where M > 1 in R. Then 
there exists y > 0 depending only on 6 such that 
for all points s E RB . 
Prooj: Let w  = u + it be in Rb , and let C be the circle 
1 s - (w + 1)1 < 1 + S. Expanding ‘g(s) = c(s) - L(s) into a Taylor 
series about w  gives 
(w+ 1) g(w) = f (-l)“g(“) -J-J--. 
k=O 
Now, since g(s) < M on C, it follows by Cauchy’s theorem that 
so that 
gyw + 1) < Mk! (1 + 8)-k, 
,flK (-ljk g(“’ qp < M(1 + 8)-K. (2) 
Now, for k < K, it follows from the Dirichlet series for g(s) that 
g(“)(w + 1) = 2 (1 - x(n)) n-(W+l) log” n. 
a=1 
Consequently, 
Now, it follows by Stirling’s formula that for each E > 0 there exists 
a constant c > 0 such that if K < c log IV(v) then 
if n > N(x). Hence, 
c (-Ok&T’” %-K 
i!.t$-9 < f n-(l+U-C). 
n=N(x) 
If K = c log Nk), the upper bound in Eq. (2) becomes 
(4) 
U(M(1 + S))-0 los(N(w)). 
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Putting together equations (I), (4), and the above gives 
g(w) < MWxFY 
for some y > 0. Q.E.D. 
The above theorem shows that if N(x) is large compared with M, then 
l(s) - L(s) is very small. One may ask whether every value taken on by 
l;(s) in Rs is also taken on by L(S); and in particular how close these values 
are? Theorem 2 answers this question and shows, for example, that if 
N(x) is large with respect to M then the zeros of l(s) in R, are close to the 
zeros of L(S). 
THEOREM 2. Assume that 1 c(s)1 + / L(s)1 ,( M where M > 1 in Rfor 
some M satisfying 
MO(lOglOi3 M) < N(x). 
Then there exists a function h(s) such that 
5(s) = Qs + h(s)) ) h(s)/ < log-l M 
for all points s E R8 for which 1 t(s) - 1 j > $. 
Proof. Let w  = u + it be a point in R8 , and set f(s) to be equal to 
[C(s) - S(w)l[J%) - S(w)l* 
LEMMA 1. There are at most O(log M) zeros of f(s) in the circle 
Is - (w + 1)1 < I.4 4 z, - 6. 
To prove the lemma, denote the number of zeros off(s) in the circle 
! s - (w + l)\ < r by n(r). Applying Jensen’s theorem, we have 
n(u + L: - 6) < 6-l jU”-” n(r)/r dr 
0 
= s-l&j2' log I f(w + 1 f  (u + v  - &3)eie)i d0 
0 
- 1% If(w + l)i 
Q log M. 
Now, if C is the circle 1 s - (w + l)[ < u + u - 6, let 
Q,(s) = oFc (s - P>, 
C(o)-C(w)=0 
Q2W = rJ (s - PI- 
L(PbC(~b-0 
(5) 
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Also, let 
LEMMA 2. There existjixedpositive constants c and y such that 
g(w) -g iw loglog ‘%I iv(&', 
To prove the lemma, we expand g(w) into a Taylor series about the 
pointw+ 1. 
g(w) = f (-l)k g’k’ i!t&J . 
k-0 
We first show that 
g’k’(w + 1) < k! MC loglog ~4 R-k (7) 
for some fixed R > 1. 
Since there are at most O(log M) zeros off(s) in C, we can find a circle 
Co centered at (w + 1) with radius R + E, R > 1 such that 
I s - p I > (log W-l 
for s on the circumference of Co and p a zero off(s). It therefore follows 
for s on C, that 
Q, , Q, , Q,: Q,l < M” loglog M. (8) 
Also by Cauchy’s theorem 
c(s), L’(s) < h4 on C, . (9 
Now, apply the Borel-Caratheodory theorem to the functions 
log I(&) - 5W)/Q1(s)I , 1% I(W) - I(w)YQz(s)l , and the circles with 
center w  + 1 and radii R + c and R. 
On the larger circle 
log 1(5(s) - &WQds)l < 1og.M loglog M> 
log VW - bW>/Qz(s>l < lois M lo&x M. 
(10) 
Hence, on the smaller circle 
I loid - 5W)lQ&>ll~ W/4 lois M loglog M + {W + 44 log M, 
I 1ogKGs) - 5W)/Qz(~)ll < 1% M lodog hf. 
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So if C’ is the smaller circle with radius R, 
for s on C’. 
Qds)/U&) - 5(w)) Q ~4” loglog M, 
Qz(s)l(W) - 5(w)> < MC loglog M, 
Consequently, from equations (8), (9), and (1 l), 
g(s) << MC 1og1og A4 
for s on C’. So, by Cauchy’s theorem, 
g’“‘(w + 1) < k! M” logrog M R-". 
Therefore, 
kEK (-1)” g”(w + 1) < MC loslog M R-K. 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
Now, if CI is fixed and 1 a - 1 1 > 2, it follows that 
[c(s) - al-l and [L(s) - a]-’ 
are Dirichlet series whose nth coefficients are of the order of magnitude 
ni-0 for some fixed /3 > 0. To prove this, we note that 
where 
[S(s) - a]-’ = (1 - a)-’ + 5 $, 
n-1 
C (1 - 4 + f $-I [(l - a)-’ + 2 +] n=2 n=2 
Consequently, 
c, = -(l - a)-” - (1 - a)-” c Cd 
din 
l<d<n 
= O(l 1 - a I--w(n) T(n)) 
1 
if (l--a\<1 
o(l 1 - U I2 T(n) if (1--alal, 
where w(n) is the number of prime factors of n and I is the divisor 
function. Since w(n) < (log n)/log 2, and \ 1 - a 1 > Q we have 
C, = O(nt-8) for some fixed j3 > 0. 
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Consequently, we may write 
&> = CA<4 Qo(s> f 2 > 
Iz=N(x) 
where 
Now, since 
a, = O(TZ+-~). 
(QIQz)tk) (w + 1) <k! MC loslog M 
by Cauchy’s theorem, it follows that 
(15) 
gyw + 1) << i I! MC loslog M n=$c, I an I logk-Z & ( ‘;, - (16) 
z=o 
Hence, 
By Stirling’s formula, if K < c log N(x) and c is sutlkiently small then 
for E > 0 arbitrarily small. 
Now, choose E < ,i3, so that 
for some PO > 0. This follows from (15) and the fact that u > &. Therefore, 
k& (- 1)” g’“) w  < M” losros ~4 log N(x) f n-l+’ , (18) 
n=hTd 
‘g MC mm hf jjr(x)“y 
for some positive y. The combination of equations (14) and (18) with 
K = c log IV&) proves the lemma. 
To finish the proof of Theorem 2, we note that we can assume that 
L(w) - c(w) $10, since in this case h(w) = 0, and we are done. So assume 
L(w) - 5(w) # 0. 
Now, it follows from Lemma 2 that 
where 
1 < P(w) iWsros M N&)-y, (19) 
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It follows from equation (11) and 4(s) - &w)/Q&) < MC lOglog M that 
es(w) P”(w) Q MC loglog M. (20) 
Consequently, if L(s) - c(w) has no zeros for ( s - w  ( < log-l M, then 
by Lemma 1 
Q,l(w) < MC loglOg M. (21) 
Since Eqs. (19), (20), and (21) result in a contradiction, the proof of 
Theorem 2 is completed. Q.E.D. 
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